
John Borthwick RIP — An Appreciation 

John met with John Harper during a later part of his working career when they were both 

involved in the development of submarine cable systems, John being involved in the 

software development on the control computers that managed the undersea part of the 

cables. 

In the 1990s, even before retirement, they were both interested in Bletchley Park and 

became involved in the early stages of the Colossus rebuild and, following that, the 

Bombe rebuild. 

Both retired at the same time and both were on the same retirement course. 

During WWII, German tactical communications were encrypted using the notorious 

Enigma machine and Bletchley Park developed a method of breaking into Enigma, 

mechanised by a machine called the Bombe. Over 200 of these were built, but none has 

survived. John Harper started a major project to recreate a working Turing-Welchman 

Bombe as a tribute to the amazing people who conceived, designed, built and ran these 

machines during WWII, establishing a team that rose to 60 volunteers at its peak. 

John found that he was able to contribute on many fronts — mechanical assembly, 

testing cabling, adjusting relays amongst many others, and although he very modestly 

insisted that he was purely a software engineer and out of his depth with the electro — 

mechanical stuff, he actually made a big contribution on all fronts. 

He was one of the small group who became regular attendees at BP especially on 

Tuesdays to do the later stages of assembly and testing and then the exacting task of 

commissioning the machine, where his methodical approach, dogged persistence and his 

insistence on properly writing up results made him a key member of the team. His dry 

sense of humour also contributed hugely to making the work enjoyable. At the Bombe 

Rebuild opening ceremony, where the Duke of Kent pressed the start button, John was 

presented to the Duke. 

John's interest was always much broader than the machine itself and he spent much 

time researching the wartime history — the characters involved and especially the 

process of codebreaking in which the Bombe played a vital role. 

He took a key role in the several "challenges" that the Bombe team has accepted — first 

from GCHQ and then subsequently from Heinz Nixdorf Museum in Germany. He arranged 

training sessions in the run-up to these challenges and most of his trial messages — 

often with a Scots flavour — caused amusement within the team. 

His absence from the recent Poznan challenge with Poland was very strongly felt. 

In recent years, the core team felt the need to firmly establish the ownership of the 

Bombe and decided on the establishment of the Turing Welchman Bombe Rebuild Trust. 

John agreed to be secretary for the trust and proved himself an excellent wordsmith. 

John was very unwell in the run-up to the recent move of the machine from BP to the 

adjacent National Museum of Computing, but insisted on attending the move and seeing 

the machine into its new home. A happy photograph taken at the new Bombe Gallery 

opening showed just what this meant to him! 

John's courage and fortitude in facing his medical problems and not being put off 

attending BP was very clear to all. His ability to take a calm considered approach to 

everything, and his kindly interaction with all the team made him a very good friend and 

he will be greatly missed. 


